Abstract.
Three aspects of liquid atomization (breakup) in multiphase flows are briefly reviewed: secondary breakup, turbulent primary breakup and nonturbulent primary breakup. Studies of secondary breakup have resolved aspects of breakup regimes and outcomes for shock-wave (step) disturbances when gas/liquid density ratios and effects of liquid viscosity are small but more information is needed about general drop disturbances~ and conditions relevant to high-pressure spray combustion where gas/liquid density ratios and effects of liquid viscosity are large. Turbulent primary breakup is caused by liquid-phase disturbances (turbulence) for practical atomization processes and for many natural phenomena; some capabilities for predicting the onset and outcomes of this breakup mechanism have been developed but important features remain to be resolved, e.g., the rate of atomization, near-surface turbulence properties, aerodynamic effects, etc.
Finally, current understanding of nonturbulent primary breakup is limited due to problems of controlling liquid-phase disturbances during experiments, although recent studies show interesting relationships between turbulent liquid column breakup and secondary drop breakup; therefore, this area offers many opportunities for studies of classical primary breakup processes. Liquid atomization is an important classical multiphase flow problem that has received significant attention due to numerous practical applications, e.g., power and propulsion systems, among others. Liquid atomization generally is divided into primary and secondary breakup processes. Primary breakup involves the initial formation of drops and other liquid fragments at the surface of a liquid. Primary breakup is important because it controls the initial dispersion of the liquid into the gas phase and most directly connects injector design properties (hardware) and spray properties. Secondary breakup involves any subsequent breakup of drops or liquid fragments present as dispersed liquids. Secondary breakup is important because drops after primary breakup are intrinsically unstable to secondary breakup, which affects spray mixing rates due to the strong affect of drop sizes on interphase transport rates. In addition, effects of liquid heating or acceleration in the gas phase can lead to conditions where drops undergo secondary breakup. Thus, the objective of the present article is to briefly review new understanding of primary and secondary breakup based on recent studies, and to highlight aspects of these processes that merit more attention in the future. The following discussion is brief, Refs. 1-11, and references cited therein, should be consulted for additional details.
Some aspects of secondary breakup affect primary breakup; in particular, conditions can be encountered where processes of primary and secondary breakup overlap or merge. Thus, secondary breakup is considered before primary breakup in the following. In addition, due to wide variability of injector designs, exhaustive treatment of primary breakup is not feasible within the space limitations of this article. Thus, consideration of primary breakup will be limited to the classical configuration of a single round or plane liquid jet, treating primary breakup of turbulent iiquid jets in still gases and nonturbulent round jets in gaseous cross flows, in turn. Griffin and Muraszew', Hinze,' Hanje and Reardon? Clift et al., Lefebvre,6 and references cited therein should be consulted for discussions of primary breakup processes of the numerous other injector configurations that are found in practice.
Secondary Breakup

Introduction
Secondary breakup is an aspect of all liquid atomization processes; therefore, it has received significant attention in the past. Early work in the field is reviewed by Giffin and Muraszew,' Hinze', Harrje and Reardon, Clift et ai.? and Wierzba and Takayarna? the following discussion is limited to the recent studies of Faeth and coworkers,'2-17 as well as original sources related to these studies, e.g., Refs. 18-32. Past work generaIIy has considered two welldefined disturbances that cause deformation and breakup of drops: shock-wave disturbances that provide step changes in the drop environment typical of drop behavior at the end of primary breakup, and steady disturbances typical of freely-falling drops. Effects of shock-wave disturbances have received the most attention due to their relevance to propulsion applications; therefore, these disturbances will be emphasized. Deformation and breakup regimes, 2 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (c)1999 American Institute of Aeronautics & Astronautics n breakup outcomes and breakup dynamics-will be considered, in turn.
Deformation and Breakup Regimes
Definitions and photographs of deformation and breakup regimes, for shock-wave disturbances,'are widely available in the literature, see Refs. 2, 5, 19, 20 and 21 . When effects of liquid viscosity are small, the bag breakup regime is observed at the onset of breakup; this regime involves deformation of the drop into a disk normal to the flow, followed by deformation of the center of the disk into a thin balloon-like structure with a thicker ring at the base, both of which finally divide into drops. The shear breakup regime is observed at large relative velocities; this regime involves deflection of the periphery of the disk in the downstream direction and subsequent stripping .of drops from the disk to finally leave a relatively large stable parent drop. The transition between the bag and shear breakup regime is a complex mixture of the two bounding regimes which will be called the multimode breakup regime in the following. Other regimes are known at vary large relative velocities but these regimes are not normally encountered in conventional sprays and will not be considered here.
Existing observations of secondary breakup regimes are for p,-& > 500 and Re > 100, where Hinze' shows that breakup regimes are functions of the Weber and Ohnesorge number, We and Oh, which are proportional to the ratios of drag to surface tension and'liquid viscous flows, respectively. The resulting deformation and breakup regime map is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The transitions are independent of liquid viscous forces for Oh < 0.01 where. onset of deformation (5% maximum deformation) is at We = 0.5, onset of bag breakup is at We = 13, onset of multimode breakup is at We = 35 and onset of shear breakup is at We = 80. Hinze: Krzeczkowski20 and Hsiang and Faeth,12*13 generally agree on these transitions. Taken together, these findings plausibly suggest that deformation and breakup occur when drag forces are comparable to the stabilizing forces of surface tension if effects of liquid viscosity are small.
High pressure spray combustion involves approach toward the thermodynamic critical point where viscous forces remain finite while surface tension forces become small: this implies large Oh conditions. Rather surprising!y, the results of Fig. 1 show that drop resistance to breakup actually increases when the surface tension becomes small. Hsiang and Faeth,14 explain this behavior by noting that the main effect of liquid viscosity is to reduce rates of drop deformation which provides more time for drop velocities to relax toward the ambient velocity at large Oh, tending to reduce the relative velocity, and thus the driving potential for drop deformation, at each stage of the deformation process. Phenomenological analysis considering this effect yielded the following relationship between We and Oh for particular deformation or breakup transitions, at large Oh:14 4WelWe,, = 1+4K:We,, -1'2 (p&#ROh (1) where We,, is the. local We at the maximum deformation condition required for the transition of interest to occur and K' is an empirical factor. Values of Wecr and K' were fitted to Eq. (1) to yield the predicted transitions at large Oh illustrated in Fig. 1 and the resulting comparison between measurements and predictions is seen .to be excellent. This behavior suggests that transition We -Oh at large Oh, rather than the abrupt limits suggested by Hinze' and others, which has important implications for modeling high pressure spray combustion processes. A concern about these results, however, is that pg/pf for the measurements summarized in Fig. 1 are much smaller than values encountered for high-pressure sprays.
Breakup Outcomes
Assuming that breakup times and distances are small compared to characteristic times and distances in a spray, secondary breakup can be treated using jump conditions, which requires information about drop size and velocity distributions after secondary breakup.
Gel'fand et al." report ,measurements along these lines for bag breakup. Later work by Hsiang and Faeth,12-r4 provide a more complete picture of secondary breakup due to shockwave disturbances for pdpr > 500 and Oh c 0.1; therefore, some of the main findings of this research will be discussed in the following.
Numerous observations have shown that drop size distributions after secondary breakup can be represented reasonably well by the universal root normal distribution function with MMD/SMD = 1.2.12' I7 This distribution function was proposed by Simmons' based on extensive observations using industrial atomizers. This behavior is illustrated in The root normal distribution function only has two moments; therefore, the entire drop size distribution is fully prescribed by SMD alone, providing a substantial simplification for compactly summarizing drop size data.
Early experiments showed that drop sizes after secondary breakup depended strongly on liquid viscosity but were independent of surface tension, in contrast to the classical drop breakup theories discussed in Hinze2 and references cited therein where surface tension effects play a dominant role. Hsiang and Faeth,i4 used phenomenological analysis to help explain this behavior for shear breakup. This approach postulates that drops form by stripping of liquid from the parent drop. It was assumed that the relative velocity at the time of breakup can be represented by the initial relative velocity, that drop sizes after breakup are comparable to the thickness of the laminar boundary layer that forms in the liquid along the front surface of the drop due to its motion, that characteristic liquid phase velocities are on the order of (ps/pf)%,,, as suggested by Ranger and Nicholls,2' and that the length of the liquid boundary layer is proportional to the initial drop diameter. Based on these ideas, the following best fit of available SMD measurements of drop sizes after secondary breakup was obtained:14
Available measurements of SMD after secondary breakup, along with the correlation of Eq. (2), are illustrated in Fig. 3 . Remarkably, a single correlation developed for shear breakup is still effective for breakup in the bag, multimode and shear breakup regimes. The results in Fig. 3 are expressed in terms of the Weber number based on SMD after breakup. Superficially, it is evident that these Weber numbers exceed criteria for secondary breakup due to shock-wave disturbances. Additional (tertiary) breakup of these drops does not occur, however, because they have been exposed to the flow for a time and their breakup properties are represented by criteria associated with gradual disturbances, i.e., their E&v& numbers are less than 15 which implies stable drops for gradual disturbances.14 The correlation of Eq. (2) is seen to be reasonably effective in Fig. 3 , which combined with the coefficient on the order of unity in Eq. (2) helps support the physical ideas used to develop an this expression. Finally, it is interesting that surface tension helps define conditions where secondary breakup occurs, through We, but does not affect the drop sizes that result from breakup. This behavior is similar to molecular viscosity affecting conditions where flow become turbulent through the Reynolds number but not having a significant effect on subsequent turbulent mixing rates.
Hsiang and Faeth,13 also developed phenomenological analysis to obtain drop velocity distributions after breakup, as follows:
Available measurements of drop velocities after bag, multimode and shear breakup are illustrated in Fig. 4 along with the correlation of Eq. (3). The measurements clearly are independent of the breakup regime and are correlated reasonably well by Eq. (3). This includes the core (parent) drops of the shear breakup regime; nevertheless, specific core drop velocity correlations are available to provide more accurate results. '4 Breakup Dynamics Breakup times are an important measure of the potential effectiveness of jump conditions to represent breakup processes in typical sprays; therefore, they have been measured during many past studies, see Refs. 12, 13, [15] [16] [17] 21, 26 and 27 and references cited therein. For conditions where pdps > 500 and Oh c 0.1, Liang et al? ' show that normalized breakup times, t&* = 5 for We extending from the onset of breakup up to lo6 (recent detailed measurements in the multimode regime, however, indicate that tJt* = 7 at a local maximum between the bag/plume and plume/shear regimes at We = 40.17 In addition, breakup times increase more systematically as Oh increases and eventually become controlled by the characteristic viscous time, f, which can be much larger than t*. The onset of breakup also correlates quite simply in terms of t* when Oh < 0.1 as ti/t* = 2; unfortunately, the effect of large Oh on 6 is not known.
Drops undergo significant deformation prior to the onset of breakup. They are initially drawn into flattened (oblate spheroid) shapes before the onset of breakup. Past measurements of deformations for steady disturbances, considering both gas/liquid and immuscible liquid/liuqid systems, yields the following: '4 4 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics where approximate conservation of volume, dmindLix = di3 provides the second relationship needed to define drop geometry. The limitation .of Eq. (4) follows because drops shatter at We = 20 for steady disturbances. These deformations also cause drop drag coefficients to increase with measurements yielding a linear variation of drag coefficient between values for a sphere, Cd = 0.4, and values for a thin disk, C, = 1.2, as dmax/do varies in the range 1-2.12 The combined effect of increasing cross stream dimensions and drag coefficients causes drop drag forces to increase by factors of roughly 4 and 13 at deformation conditions typical of the onset of breakup for steady and shock-wave disturbances, which has an important impact on breakup dynamics.14 The relatively large values of breakup times, combined with significant increases of drag forces due to drop deformation, implies, that drop breakup can require appreciable times and distances compared to the characteristic times and distances of sprays, in some instances. This behavior is quantified in Fig. 5 , where the motion of the parent drop, and the motion of the smallest drop formed at the onset of breakup, are plotted as a function of time for shear breakup (results for bag breakup are similar).14*15 When normalized in the manner of Fig. 5 , the density ratio, pdpg is the only parameter of the problem. Thus, results are illustrated for p/pa = 500 and 1000, which bound the test conditions of Refs. 14 and 15. It is evident that drops move a significant distance during breakup, up to 120 d,, and even the parent drop moves up to 40 d,. These distances can be a significant fraction of the spraycontaining region which has motivated efforts toward treating secondary drop breakup as a rate process, rather than just by jump conditions. In order to treat drop breakup as a rate process, the motion of the parent drop (for shear breakup) or other major liquid, elements (for other breakup processes), the sizes and velocities of drops being formed, and the rate of liquid dispersion into new drops, must be known as a function of time. This is a major task and only a few studies (limited to pdps > 500 and Oh < 0.1) along these lines have been reported thus far, see Refs. 15-17 and references cited therein. A typical result of this work, ,involving the variation of the SMD of drops produced by secondary drop breakup as a function of time for shear breakup, is illustrated in Fig. 6 
Conclusions
Aspects of the secondary breakup of drops have been reviewed, emphasizing breakup due to shock-wave disturbances, for various liquids at standard temperature and pressure. The main conclusions are as follows:
1. Drop deformation and breakup begin at We -1 and 10, respectively, when Oh < 0.1, however, these transitions become proportional to Oh when Oh > 10. This inhibition of deformation and breakup at large Oh is important for high-pressure-combustion processes where Oh becomes large when the drop surface approaches the thermodynamic critical point.
2. Drop-size distributions after secondary breakup satisfy the universal root normal distribution function with MMDLSMD = 1.2 due to Simmons2' similar to other observations in sprays.2g Thus, the drop-size distribution after secondary breakup is completely defined by the SMD alone.
3. Jump conditions for drop sizes and velocities after secondary breakup can be correlated quite simply based on phenomenological theories. Remarkably, drop sizes are strongly affected by liquid viscosity but not by the surface tension, even though secondary breakup regimes are strongly affected by the surface tension but not by the liquid viscosity.
4. Secondary breakup requires significant times and distances and cannot be properly represented by jump conditions in some instances. A few studies of drop breakup properties as a function of time have been reported, 15-r7 but much more work along these lines must still be done in order to treat secondary breakup when jump conditions cannot be used.
Except for the deformation and breakup regime map, existing information about secondary breakup is mainly limited to shock-wave disturbances in air at standard temperature and pressure Effects of other types of disturbances, and both p,/p, and Oh, must be resolved in order to better understand the secondary breakup properties of practical sprays. Finally, understanding of the temporal properties of secondary breakup is very limited and more information must be developed to treat the numerous practical applications where secondary breakup must be treated as a rate process rather than by jump conditions.
Turbulent Primary Breakup
Introduction Primary breakup to form drops near liquid surfaces is an important spray process because it initiates atomization, provides the initial conditions for predictions of spray structure and it is the process where the designer modifies hardware to achieve specific objectives.
Unfortunately, current understanding of primary breakup is limited due to problems of observing primary breakup in dense spray environments near liquid surfaces, effects of secondary breakup and interphase transport that modify drop properties prior to drops reaching conditions where their properties can be measured readily, and effects of flow development and liquid disturbances (turbulence) at the jet exit that have an unusually large impact on primary breakup properties. Advances in measurements methods, however, have contributed to progress in gaining a better understanding of primary breakup. Two simple and classical examples of this work will be discussed in this article, both involve pressure atomized primary breakup in still gases in this section and nonturbulent primary breakup in cross flowing gases in the next section. The following discussion of turbulent primary breakup in still gases will consider breakup onset and end, breakup otcomes and liquid breakup lengths, in turn.
Breakup Onset and End
Numerous studies of pressure-atomized sprays have established that primary breakup properties are strongly affected by the degree of flow development and the presence of turbulence at the jet exit. For example, De Juhasz et al?3 and Lee and Spence134*35 showed that atomization quality differed for laminar and turbulent flow at the jet exit and postulated a unique turbulent primary breakup process for turbulent liquid jets in still gases. Numerous later studies supported these findings.36M37 Such behavior is not surprising, however, in view of the widely recognized importance of jet exit conditions on the properties of single-phase jets?8-M) In fact, past studies show that primary breakup can be suppressed entirely for injection into still air at STP by using supercavitating flows where the liquid jet separates from the passage wall near the end of the contraction section and does not reattach in order to provide uniform and nonturbulent velocity distributions at the jet exit, see Karasawa et al.61 This behavior is also expected because similar flows are widely used to prevent liquid breakup for liquid jet cutting systems.62 Finally, aerodynamic effects have little effect on drop properties after primary breakup of pressure atomized turbulent liquid jets in still gases at SIP, aside from well-defined exceptions to be discussed later.46s47Jo-52 In particular, effects of liquid/gas-density ratio on liquid breakup, expected based on classical aerodynamic breakup theories,63*64 were not observed for p,fps c 500; instead, primary breakup properties were largely controlled by flow properties at the jet exit.5152
Wu et al?2 report a study of turbulent primary breakup where the degree of flow development at the jet exit was controlled so that its effect on primary breakup properties could be examined. These experiments involved pressure-atomized jets provided by a converging passage having a large contraction ratio and shaped to yield a nonturbulent uniform flow at its exit. The degree of flow development at the jet exit was then controlled by removing the boundary layer formed along the walls of the converging passage and providing constant-diameter passages of various lengths after boundary layer removal. Some typical pulsed shadowgraphs of the flow near the jet exit are illustrated in Fig. 7 Given that jet exit conditions, are turbulent, the next issue is to determine the position of the liquid surface where turbulent primary breakup occurs. For example, the flash photograph of turbulent jet exit conditions in Fig. 7 shows that drops do not begin to form until some distance from the jet exit, which is generally the case, whereas conditions are also observed where drop formation ends at some point along the liquid surface, see Ref. 57. Phenomenological analyses have been used to define conditions for the onset and end of turbulent primary breakup along the surface of the turbulent liquid jet:'-52 These analy se s assumed that drops are formed from turbulent eddies when the kinetic energy of the eddy is comparable to the surface energy required to form a drop of comparable size, that the spectral ranges of interest for the turbulence includes the large-eddy and inertial subranges (experiments to date have been limited to the formation of drops much larger than Kolmogorov length scales), that aerodynamic effects are small, and that growing disturbances in the liquid surface convect with the mean streamwise velocity at the jet exit for the Rayleigh breakup time required to form a drop from a ligament of given size. Correlations of the streamwise distances for the onset and end of turbulent primary breakup of round liquid jets in still gases, based on these ideas, are illustrated iii - Fig. 8 , along with best fit of the available measurements, as follows:
x,/d = 2000 We,".67
(5) xJd = 0.0000158 We,'."
Liquid breakup length results also shown on the plot will be discussed later: Notably, the predicted powers of Wer,, for the onset and end of surface breakup are -0.4 and 2.0; thus, while the empirical powers of Eqs. (5) and (6) differ from these predictions, the differences are not large in view of the approximation of the theories and the uncertainties of the measurements. The magnitude of the coefficients of Eqs. (5) and (6) are also reasonable for the processes considered?' Thus, the results illustrated in Fig. 8 yield the following breakup regimes with .increasing We,: (1) only breakup of the liquid column as a whole, (2) onset and end of turbulent primary breakup along the surface followed by breakup of the liquid column as a whole, and (3) onset of turbulent primary breakup followed by breakup of the liquid column as a whole: The first of these regimes corresponds to the classical definition of first wind-induced breakup whereas the remaining regimes correspond to the classical definitions of second wind-induced and atomization breakup (depending on the distance from the jet exit where the onset of breakup occurs).4'7 In the present instance, however, the classical, definitions are clearly misnomers because no aerodynamic effects are involved in any of the results illustrated in Fig. 8 . Aerodynamic effects on the onset and end of turbulent primary breakup can occur, however, when p/pr < 500, see Ref. 50 for a discussion of these results.
Breakup Outcomes
Measurements of ,drop size and velocity distributions after various turbulent primary breakup processes have also been reported?g-56 Similar to findings for secondary breakup, drop sizes after turbulent primary breakup satisfy the universal root normal distribution with MMD/SMD = 1.2 and can be completely specified by the SMD alone. The variation of SMD along the liquid surface was initially studied for p,-/pr > 500 where aerodynamic effects are small?' Phenomenological analysis was used to interpret these data similar to the approach used for xi and x,. It was assumed that the SMD was proportional to the largest drop that could be formed at a particular position, based on -.convection and Rayleigh breakup of 7 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics The powers of Eq. (7) follow directly from the theory, and the coefficient is of order unity as expected, which suggests that the physical principles used to derive the equation are reasonable. Unlike secondary breakup, where the SMD is strongly affected by liquid viscosity, the SMD after turbulent primary breakup is independent of liquid viscosity. Drop sizes are seen to progressively increase with increasing distance from the jet exit and approach the diameter of the liquid column itself for conditions where breakup of the entire liquid column occurs, based on the correlation of Grant and Middleman3' illustrated in Fig. 8 . This provides a plausible physical mechanism for the breakup lengths of turbulent liquid jets that will be discussed subsequently.
Similar to criteria for the onset and end of turbulent primary breakup along liquid surfaces, aerodynamic effects can influence drop sizes after turbulent primary break for pI/pr c 500. This behavior follows because the characteristic Rayleigh breakup times of ligaments, zR, increase more rapidly with increasing ligament size than the characteristic secondary breakup times of ligaments, rb. This implies a tendency for primary and secondary breakup of ligaments to merge for turbulent primary breakup as distance from the jet exit increases, causing the resulting SMD to drop below the correlation illustrated in Fig. 9 . Analysis of these conditions was carried out using Eq. (7) to define initial drop sizes and then applying the secondary breakup result of Eq. (2) to obtain the final SMD after merged primary and secondary breakup. The resulting best fit correlation of merged primary and secondary breakup is as follows:50 p,SMDu,,% = 12.9(x/A) '" (pslpJ3'2Wr~'6Ref, , where Eq. (8) should be used when p/pr < 500 and 2a/rb = (p,lp,)'n(xWe,/A)1'3 > 4 (9)
Available measurements of drop sizes after merged primary and secondary breakup are illustrated in Fig. 10 along with 
This expression has already been ,encountered during the discussion of Figs. 8 and 9. Subsequently, Wu and coworkers,4g-S2 reported a more mechanistic approach to find LJd, noting that the correlation of Grant and Middleman,37 illustrated in Fig. 9 corresponds to conditions where the diameter of drops formed by turbulent primary breakup was comparable to the diameter of the liquid jet itself' when aerodynamic effects were negligible. Applying this concept in conjunction with the drop size relationship for turbulent primary breakup given by Eq. (7) then yields:57
LJd '= C,We,,rn (11) where C, is an empirical parameter on the order of unity. Equation (11) a whole .for pr/pr z 500; namely, as transition to nonturbulent liquid column breakup in cross flow as ,opposed to an effect related to the merging of primary and secondary breakup that was discussed in connection with Fig. 10 for pf/p, < 500.
Sallam et a1.5' present a simplified phenomenological analysis of bag/shear breakup. This involves assuming that the time of breakup for a nonturbulent liquid jets in cross flow can be expressed similar to the secondary breakup times of drops, as a multiple of t*, independent of the breakup regime, and that the point of breakup corresponds to the streamwise distance reached by the column while moving at-the mean jet exit velocity for this breakup time. These ideas yield the following expression for the bag/shear breakup length of a turbulent liquid jet:"
Measurements from Chen and Davis,36 Grant and Middleman3' and Sallam et aL5' were used to establish expressions, for round liquid column breakup lengths as illustrated in Fig. 12 . Several correlations of the measurements are shown on the plots, as follows: (1) the correlation of Eq. (10) due to Grant and Middleman37 based on measurements with We, of 102-105, (2) the best-fit correlation of turbulent breakup theory based on.Eq. (1 l), LJd = 2.1Wer,'"
for measurements with Wefd of 700-30,000; and (3) the best-fit correlation of bag/shear breakup based on Eq. (12) LJd = 1 1.0(pf/Pr) 1'2 (14) for measurements with We, greater than 100,000 (and correlations for both ethanol/air and water/air flows). The measurements are in excellent agreement when they can be compared and the Grant and Middleman3' correlation is effective over the range of We, that they considered. Closer examination, however, shows that ,this performance is an artifact of transition from laminar to turbulent breakup at small We, (where Reynolds numbers vary in the range 5000-25,000) and from turbulent to bag/shear breakup at large We, (where effects of liquid/gas density ratio are small for the test conditions of Fig. 12 and all involve pdpg > 500).47
The combined correlations all seem quite reasonable with C, of Eq. (11) and C,, of Eq. (12) on the order of unity as expected. In addition, C, of Eq. (12) is also close to the values found by Hiroyasu et a1.3g and Chehroudi et a1.40 for liquid breakup lengths measured using practical pressure-atomized injectors injecting into high-pressure gases. This latter behavior may be fortuitous, however, because the jet exit turbulence states of Refs. 39 and 40 are not well defined and the shorter LJd observed at high pressures (where pr/ps c 500) probably involves effects of merging of primary and secondary breakup similar to the results of Fig. 10 which is very different from the bag/shear breakup mechanism of the entire liquid column characteristic of the results of Fig. 12 .
Conclusions
Aspects of turbulent primary breakup have been reviewed, emphasizing the classical pressureatomization process involving single round or plane liquid jets in still gases. The main conclusions are as follows:
1. The turbulent primary breakup process postulated by De Juhasz et a1?3 nearly 70 years ago dominates pressure atomization for pr/pg > 500, which includes most pressure atomization processes in still air at SIP. At these conditions, uniform nonturbulent liquid jets in still gases behave similar to liquid cutting jets and do not break up within distances of interest for most practical atomization processes. While there is significant understanding of turbulent primary breakup for fully-developed turbulent pipe flow (large L/d) at the jet exit, there is virtually no information available concerning turbulent primary breakup for the partially turbulent and nonuniform flows (small L/d) typical of most practical injectors.
2. Drop-size distributions after turbulent primary breakup approximate the universal root normal distribution with MMD/SMD = 1.2 due to Simmons,2g similar to other observations in sprays,'*' and are completely defined by the SMD alone. Drop velocity distributions after turbulent primary breakup approximate uniform distributions.
3. Drop properties and the locations of the onset and end of turbulent primary breakup along liquid surfaces can be explained by equating the surface tension energy to form drops to the kinetic energy of corresponding turbulent eddies within the large-eddy and inertial ranges of the turbulence spectrum. Similarly, drop sizes after turbulent primary breakup can be explained by associating the SMD with the largest drops that have sufficient residence time in the flow to be formed at the point in question by Rayleigh breakup of protruding ligaments. Finally, mean drop velocities after turbulent primary breakup approximate mean velocities and rms velocity fluctuations in the liquid in the streamwise and cross stream directions, respectively.
4. The presence of aerodynamic phenomena for turbulent primary breakup largely is governed by the liquid/gas density ratio.
When pdps c 500, aerodynamic phenomena influence conditions at the onset of breakup, drop sizes after breakup and drop velocities after breakup (to a lesser extent). Phenomenological theories are available to help explain aerodynamic enhancement of breakup onset and of drop sizes after breakup, the latter involving merging effects of primary breakup and secondary breakup of ligaments.
5. Significant information about turbulent liquid breakup lengths is available for p/ps > 500. At moderate Werd, liquid jet breakup is associated with the turbulent primary breakup mechanism where liquid column breakup occurs when drop sizes due to turbulent primary breakup are comparable to the diameter of the liquid column itself. At large Wef,,, however, liquid column breakup is associated with the bag/shear aerodynamic mechanism similar to the breakup of nonturbulent liquid jets in cross flow. More study is needed, however, to resolve breakup lengths for the numerous practical applications where Pf/Pg c500.
Perhaps the most important issues that need to be considered for turbulent liquid breakup involve effects of nonuniform and partially developed turbulence at the jet exit, information about the rates of liquid atomization along the liquid surface and more complete understanding about aerodynamic effects on drop velocities after turbulent primary breakup and liquid breakup lengths for pr/ps < 500.
Nonturbulent Primary Breakup
Introduction
The second example of primary breakup will address round liquid jets in gaseous cross flows. This atomization configuration is of interest due to applications to airbreathing propulsion systems, liquid 10 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics rocket engines, diesel engines, spark ignition engines and agricultural sprays, among others. It is likely that many of these applications actually involve turbulent, or partly turbulent and nonuniform, liquid jets in cross flows. Unfortunately, quantitative information about effects of turbulence on the breakup of liquid jets in crbss flow, comparable to liquid jets in still gases, is not available; therefore, present considerations will be limited to the classical configuration of a nonturbulent liquid jet in nonturbulent gaseous cross flows.
There have been numerous studies of liquid jets in gaseous cross flows that have concentrated on penetration lengths and jet/spray plume trajectories for various liquid properties, liquid jet properties and cross flow properties, see Wu et a1.65 and references cited therein. The primary breakup properties of liquid jets in cross flow have recently received more attention, with Wu et al. 65, Vich and Ledoux66 and Mazallon et al."' reporting striking similarities between the breakup properties of round liquid jets in gaseous cross flows and the secondary breakup of drops. The studies of Wu et a1.,65 and Vich and Ledoux66 however, involve considerable uncertainties about flow uniformity and turbulence levels at the jet exit; therefore, the following discussion will focus on the observations of Mazallon et a1.6' where jet exit and cross flow turbulence conditions were well defined. The following discussion will be limited to the definition of breakup regimes and associated liquid column disturbance properties (waves) due to lack of information about other aspects of breakup, e.g., outcomes, dynamics, etc.
Breakup Regimes
The measurements of Mazallon et a16' involved nonturbulent round liquid jets in uniform cross flows of air at STP (having turbulence intensities less than 2%). Liquid injection was accomplished by pressure atomization using either round sharp-edged (Borda) nozzles or round supercavitating nozzles (having a sharp-edged inlet and exit with L/d < 3). Both injector configurations yielded uniform nonturbulent liquid jets, with smooth surfaces and no tendency to break up similar to liquid cutting jets, in the absence of cross flow.. Test conditions involved various liquids, liquid jet diameters of 0.8-13 mm, liquid jet velocities of O-50 m/s and air cross flow velocities of O-24 m/s at STP.
For conditions where effects of liquid viscosity were small (Oh < 0.1) five kinds of flow were observed as the cross flow velocity (characterized by We) was increased: (1) simple deformation of'the shape and trajectory of the liquid jet with no primary breakup, (2) breakup of the liquid column as a whole, (3) bag breakup, (4) bag/shear (multimode-like) breakup and (5) shear breakup. The bag, bag/shear (multimode) and shear breakup processes were qualitatively quite similar to the corresponding breakup regimes for secondary drop breakup discussed earlier. The main difference involved the appearance of thickened regions (nodes) along the liquid column which formed separations between similar breakup elements, e.g., bags. Flow behavior was qualitatively similar for Oh > 0.1 but long ligaments formed from the liquid column during breakup. The presence of long ligaments complicated measurements, therefore, no. results were obtained for Oh > 0.3.
Exploiting the similarities between the primary breakup regimes of nonturbulent round liquid jets (liquid jets) in cross flow, and the secondary breakup of drops, mean jet primary breakup regimes were correlated in terms of We and Oh similar to the approach illustrated in Fig. 1 for the secondary breakup of drops. The resulting breakup regime map is illustrated in Fig. 13 . The four liquid jet breakup regimes plotted in Fig. 13 are analogous to the secondary breakup regimes of drops subjected to shock-wave disturbances. In order to show this relationship, the secondary breakup regime map for drops from Hsiang and Faeth,"-i4 see Fig. 1 , is plotted in Fig. 13 for comparison with the primary breakup regime map. The main difference between liquid column and drop breakup are that drop breakup does not have any behavior corresponding to liquid column breakup and that drop breakup responds more to increasing Oh than liquid jet breakup. The main breakup regimes for. the liquid jets at Oh c 0.1 are as follows: liquid column breakup (We c 5), bag breakup (5 c We c 60), bag/shear breakup (60 c We < 110) and shear breakup (110 < We). Similar to other properties of liquid jet breakup, the liquid/gas m~omentum ratio, q, had little effect on the breakup regime map (for q of 100-8000).
Another feature of liquid jet breakup in cross flow was the appearance of waves along the liquid column. Two kinds of waves were observed: the wavelengths between nodes, h,, involving deflection 11 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics of the entire liquid column, and the smaller wavelength, &, associated with periodic disturbances of liquid stripping along the sides of the liquid column during shear breakup. When normalized by the liquid jet diameter, these wavelengths were largely correlated with the Weber number and were relatively independent of Oh and q.
Normalized liquid column and liquid surface wavelengths are plotted as a function of the Weber number in Fig. 14 . For reference purposes, values of We at transition to the various breakup regimes are also marked in the plots. Liquid column waves first appear in the liquid column breakup regime and eventually are associated with the disturbances that lead to breakup of the liquid column itself. These disturbances begin with XJd, = 10 at We = 1 and then decrease to &Id, = 1 at We = 60, which is comparable to wavelengths of surface waves, at the onset of the bag/shear breakup regime. These column type disturbances decrease at large We were the breakup process becomes dominated by shear breakup along the sides of the jet. The surface disturbance wavelengths are smaller than the liquid column waves, with &/d, generally less than unity. The wavelength of surface waves also decreases as We increases but they remain visible in shear breakup regime where they are associated with the distance between ligaments being stripped from the sides of the liquid columns.
Other available information about primary breakup of nonturbulent liquid jets in cross flow included deformation properties of the liquid column, and times of onset of liquid breakup.47 Clearly, much more must be learned, however, in order to gain a reasonable understanding of this primary breakup process.
Conclusions
Aspects of primary breakup nonturbulent round liquid jets in gaseous cross flows have been reviewed, emphasizing air cross flows at STP (pdpg > 500). The main conclusions are as follows:
1. There is a useful general analogy between primary breakup of nonturbulent liquid jets in cross flow and the secondary breakup of individual drops which suggests modest streamwise interactions between cross-sections in the jets, e.g., liquid surface deformation and breakup properties are not strongIy affected by the liquid/gas momentum flux ratio for values less than 8000, the largest value considered during past work.
2. Transitions to various breakup regimes are not influenced significantly by liquid viscosities for Oh < 0.1. For these conditions, the onset of breakup occurs as bag breakup at We = 5, the onset of bag/shear breakup occurs at We = 60 and the onset of shear breakup occurs at We = 110. Conditions for the onset of liquid column breakup are not known due to limited cross flow widths during past work.
3. The primary breakup process involved the formation of both column and surface waves. The wavelengths of both waves decrease with increasing We and they were relatively independent of Oh and q. The bag and bag/shear breakup regimes involved the presence of both types of waves but the liquid column breakup regime involved only the presence of column waves and the shear breakup regime involved only surface waves. An interesting feature of these results is that the wavelengths of column waves are roughly equal to the initial diameter of the jet at the onset of the shear breakup regime.
Available results about primary breakup of liquid jets in cross flow are clearly very limited. Properties, such as outcomes, dynamics, rates of liquid breakup, effects of liquid turbulence and effects of p,/pg and large Oh, among others, all remain to be resolved in order to provide the technology base needed to develop and model this primary breakup process. 
